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Outline 

Information Retrieval (IR) 
IR in context (and the meaning of context in IR) 
The many roles of context in IR 
Example of the use of context in IR 

1.  Determining the importance of context for mobile IR 
2.  Search and visualisation of contextual information in 

hierarchically structured documents 
3.  Personalised and context-aware document 

summarisation for mobile IR 
4.  User perception of relevance of spoken documents 

for mobile IR 
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Information Retrieval 

What is IR? 

Where is the context? 
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IR in context 

Where is context? 

Socio-organizational & cultural context	
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How much context do we need? 

Clearly, current IR systems do not take into 
account all this context 
How can we design IR systems that do that? How 
much context should we consider?  

•  In principle, we should consider whatever has 
important relationships with the application of IR 

•  however, what has, is not well known 
•  Answering this requires theoretical modelling, 

implementation and empirical testing (evaluation) of 
context 

Different approaches … 
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How much context do we need? 

Different dimensions of context: 
1.  Work task dimension 
2.  Search task dimension 
3.  Actor dimension 
4.  Perceived work task dimension 
5.  Perceived search task 
6.  Document dimension 
7.  Algorithmic search engine dimension 
8.  Algorithmic interface dimension 
9.  Access and interaction dimension 

Too much? 
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How much context do we need? 

Too little? 
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How much context? 

How much context do you use? 

What elements of context provided by 
Google in the result presentation do 
you actually use? 

Can you identify specific types of 
queries for which these contextual 
information might be useful?  
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Where do we need context? 
We can use context at different stages of the IR 
process: 

•  Query specification 
•  Retrieval (matching/ranking) 
•  Results presentation and interaction 
•  … 

Context should shape these stages by adapting 
them to the: 

•  User preferences 
•  Search task 
•  Work task 
•  … 

Corollary: IR in Context ≠Personalised IR 
•  In fact: IR in Context >> Personalised IR 
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How do we use context? 

Assume: 
•  IR process = Query, Retrieval, Presentation , …,  
•  IR in context = IR process + Context 
•  IR in context = (Query, Retrieval, Presentation, …) + 

Context 
But this is too difficult! 
Better start with: 

1.  IR= (Query + Context), Retrieval, Presentation, … 
2.  IR= Query, (Retrieval + Context), Presentation, … 
3.  IR= Query, Retrieval, (Presentation + Context), … 

In the following a will present a few examples, 
mostly of my own work, on the use of context in 1 
& 3 
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Commercial break 



Context as query modifier 

IR= (Query + Context), Retrieval, Presentation, … 

Thus context is additional information that should/
could enhance the query 

But what information?  
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Context for Mobile IR 

Consider web IR, what additional 
information provided by the context 
could modify the query? 

Let us now consider mobile IR, what 
features of context could modify the 
query? 
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Dimensions of mob. IR context 

There is some consensus in the literature on the 
following elements (or dimensions) of context for 
Mobile IR: 

1.  Profile   
2.  Location   
3.  Time   
4.  Activity  
5.  Agenda   
6.  Service   
7.  Preferences    
8.  Situation   
9.  Environment   
10. Social Context  
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Context for Mobile IR 

We carried out a crowdsourcing experiment to see 
what users thought were the most important 
contextual dimensions for mobile IR 
We user over 60 queries of different types: 

•  Mobile IR vs. TREC vs. web 
•  Informational vs. transactional vs. navigational 
•  10 dimensions of context 

The question to users was: 
•  “Is this element of context useful to answer this query? 

Why? 
The experiment involved over 200 users with at 
least 20 judgements for each query 
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Importance of context in mob. IR 
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What are the most important elements? 



Importance of context in mob. IR 

Does it depend on the type of query? 
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Conclusions on context for mob. IR 

Context is certainly important … 
… but it is not clear what elements of context are 
useful, when and why! 
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Results presentation in context 

Results presentation is a complex stage of the IR 
process: 

•  The query is often an imprecise expression of the 
users information need  

•  Results are often presented using document 
surrogates 

•  Correct relevance assessment is needed to trigger 
query reformulation and relevance feedback 

•  The assessment of the quality of the results has the 
highest impact on the perceived quality of the IR 
system 

Results presentation in context can make 
relevance assessment more effective 
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Context for results presentation 

In results presentation context can have different 
roles, like for example: 

•  As “additional information” to be provided to the user to 
help assess the relevance of the results presented 
(especially when results are complex information 
objects) 

•  As a “modifier of the results” that are adapted to the 
context (search task, work task, device, user 
preferences, …) 

I will briefly present some examples of each of 
these uses of context in results presentation 
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Context as additional information 

Simple and intuitive definition : 
•  Context is any additional information that enhances the 

understanding of the document being presented as 
result of a search  

•  This includes data, e.g. other information in the same 
document or in other documents, and metadata, e.g. 
the position of the information in the document, the 
relation with other sections of the document, the author 
and title of the section or the document, etc. 



Visualising context 

Many different approaches proposed in the past in 
the document visualisation research area 
Some approaches are directed to specific types of 
documents and specific applications 
Best general approaches for IR: Tilebars, 
Relevance Curves and Thumbnails 



Tilebars and relevance curves 

Show the relevance of each 
passage or segment of text 

•  Shows the document size 
•  Does not show the hierarchical 

relations of the document 
structural elements 

•  Does not show the context of 
the relevant elements 

Tilebar 

Relevance Curve 



Thumbnails 

Show the appearance of the document: 
•  Useful when the user works frequently 

with the same document set and can 
recognise a document by its thumbnail 
view. 

•  Could show context (e.g. KWIC) 
•  Does not show the size of the document 
•  Does not show the structure of the 

document 
•  Does not show the relevance of each 

element of the document 
•  Could be a good complement to Tilebars 

and Relevance Curves 

Thumbnail 



The Docball metaphor 

We developed a visualisation metaphor that 
enables to show the structure, size, relevance of 
each element in the structure, and context 

Simple idea: 
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DocBall 
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WebDocBall 
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Hierarchically structured docs 

Many types of documents are naturally 
hierarchically structured (HSD) 

•  Textbooks, manuals, scientific articles, Web pages, … 

Users are often interested only in some small 
relevant parts of HSD 
Some parts of documents, though not relevant, 
provide “contextual information” that facilitate the 
user’s relevance assessment and increases the 
usefulness of relevant information 
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Context: where is it? 
We developed the SRIDERB model, combining:  

•  A Multilayered Bayesian Network model -> estimates 
relevance at each HSD element  

•  A Utility Theory model -> use Decision theory to decide 
the best HSD element to present to the user, based on 
some utility function 
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Context as results presentation 
modifier 

The user context determines which results are 
useful at that particular time 
Thus, results presentation should be modified or 
adapted to the user context to help the user 
assess the relevance of the search results 
presented 
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Results pres. for Mobile IR 

Mobile IR is the perfect environment to use context 
as a modifier 

•  Mobile IR is: personal, location-dependent, time-
dependent, device-dependent, … 

•  Relevance assessment in Mobile-IR is more complex 
than in standard IR 

•  Screen size and information presented 

•  Spoken presentation of results … 



Query-biased Summarisation 

Best technique of automatic text summarisation by 
sentence extraction for retrieval results 
presentation (better than full text!) 
Sentences are weighted using a combination of 
evidence from: 

•  heuristics (e.g.~news title and headings) 
•  term weights based on collection and document 

statistics (tf-idf) 
•  query score (consider terms in query) 
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Hierarchical summarisation 
We developed a new type of summarisation for 
Mobile IR: query-biased hierarchical summarisation 

  More	
 Doclist	


    More information:	


  More	
 Doclist	


    Title of doc:	


  More	
 Doclist	


 More information:	


  Search	


    Query:	


 Select   	
 Next 10	


    Retrieval List:	


(1-10 docs)	


  Select	
 Next 10	


    Retrieval List:	


(21-30 docs)	


Doclist	


 More information:	


  Select	
 Next 10	


    Retrieval List:	


(11-20 docs)	


But what is more information? 



More information 

“More information” is determined by the context 
•  The query (query-biased summarisation) 
•  Document type 
•  Device screen size 
•  User’s media preferences 
•  Location 
•  Time 
•  Work task 
•  … 

We can say that “more information is: new/novel 
information (i.e. not already seen by user) 

•  Should we show this new information in context? 
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Summarisation in context 

We introduced novelty detection in summarisation 
to determine the new information to show to the 
user at each “give me more” request 
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We showed users the novel 
information together with the 
information they already 
received or on its own 
•  Is there any difference? 
•  Is there an additional 

cognitive load? 

Yes, but a very small one 



Results presentation using speech 

Some media are naturally more context 
rich than others (think of an image or a 
video wrt text)  

Speech contains a lot more information 
than text 

Is this a good thing with regards to the 
presentation of results? 

•  Would speech be more effective for results 
presentation than text? 
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User’s Perception of Relevance  

The absence of a screen compel Mobile IR 
application to present retrieval results in some non 
traditional way 
Presenting retrieval results using spoken 
document surrogates seems an obvious choice 
But: 

•  Do users make correct relevance assessments when 
presented with document surrogates? 

•  Do users make correct relevance assessments when 
presented with spoken document surrogates? 

•  Do users make faster or slower assessments? 
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Perception of Relevance & Speech 

We decided to experiment the effectiveness of 
retrieval results presentation using spoken 
surrogates 
In a previous study we have shown that document 
summaries are more effective than other 
surrogates to present retrieval results 

•  Study carried out on PCs, PDAs and WAP mobile 
phones 

•  Study involved different summary lengths and different 
sentence extraction based summarization techniques 

We now want to study spoken summaries 
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Experimental Settings 

Subjects: 10 native English speakers 
Text collection: summaries of documents results of 
50 topics from TREC collection 
Experimental procedure:  

•  subject submits a query  
•  a list of relevant document surrogates is produced 
•  document surrogates are presented in different 

modalities (on screen, human voice, human voice on 
telephone, synthesised voice on telephone)   

Take note of effectiveness, speed and ask to fill in 
a questionnaire at the end 

•  The real values are not important, but the differences 
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Experimental Results 
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Average Precision (P), Recall (R), and Time/
Speed (S) for different modalities of document 
delivery 



Analysis of Results 

User perception of relevance is highly influenced 
by the modality of results presentation 

•  P varies (but not much) across modalities 
•  R and S decreases with increasing modality complexity 

(R and S are related) 
•  Large across-subjects variations in P, R, S 
•  Small across-topics variations in P, R, S 
•  Most participants not happy with the quality of the 

synthesized voice 
•  Most participants did not like spoken results 

presentation: too tiring (fatigue effect on data), difficult 
memorization of results 
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Conclusions from exp. results 

Presentation of retrieval results using speech is not 
as effective as results presentation on screen (but 
not a lot less) 
Too much contextual information could be a 
distraction 
New ways of presenting retrieval results in context 
using speech are needed: 

•  “Highlighting” search terms 
•  Better speech synthesis systems 
•  How do we aid results memorization? 
•  What do we do with multimedia documents? 
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Conclusions of the talk 

IR systems (and Web search engines) are 
reaching a limit of what can be done with indexing 
and retrieval models alone 
A lot of work on context is currently being carried 
out, both at academic and commercial level 

•  Definition and capturing of context 
•  Click-through data, links analysis, personalisation, … 
•  Modelling search context, work context, … 

“IR in context” is going to bring about a new 
generation of IR systems … but a lot of research is 
still needed 



Questions  
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